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a b s t r a c t

Many projects in the field of pragmatics are interdisciplinary, for instance because they
combine elements from linguistics with a specific field of application (e.g., pedagogy,
health, or politics). Furthermore, a trend towards projects in larger research consortia
and/or with societal partners entails that interdisciplinarity will remain a feature of
pragmatics projects in the near future. While such interdisciplinary projects can lead to
important new insights, they also present specific challenges.
In this contribution, we propose that systematic literature reviews are an appropriate
research method to use at the start of an interdisciplinary research project. Systematic
literature review is a type of research synthesis that can be used to create an overview of
the state of the art of research on a specific topic. We briefly outline the steps of a sys-
tematic literature review, and give four applications of systematic literature reviews in
interdisciplinary research: (1) mapping different approaches to the same topic across
disciplines, (2) bringing together different theoretical perspectives, (3) contrasting
different research methods used to answer the same research question and (4) quantita-
tive meta-analysis. We illustrate each type of application with an example of a systematic
literature review focusing on (metaphorical) framing in political discourse.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Various scholars propose that interdisciplinarity is an important aspect of pragmatics research (e.g., Capone and Mey,
2015; Verschueren, 2012). We open this contribution by exploring three reasons why an interdisciplinary outlook is
important for the field. Next, we propose that research synthesis in general, and systematic literature review in particular, is
an important method to use at the start of research projects with a strongly interdisciplinary focus. Systematic literature
review (e.g., Boland et al., 2017) is a method that has been widely used in other disciplines like the medical sciences,
psychology and communication science, but may be relatively unfamiliar to the pragmatics community. We continue with a
brief explanation of the method of systematic literature review, and follow up with four different applications of systematic
literature reviews. We illustrate each application with an example review on the topic of (metaphorical) framing in political
discourse.
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2. Interdisciplinary research on language and communication

Interdisciplinary research “analyzes, synthesizes and harmonizes links between disciplines into a coordinated and
coherent whole” (Choi and Pak, 2006, p. 359).1 In many ways, advancing interdisciplinary research is getting more important
across research disciplines, and the boundaries between academic disciplines are becoming less fixed. The importance of
interdisciplinarity is also reflected in research on pragmatics (see Capone and Mey, 2015; Verschueren, 2012).

Pragmatics research touches upon interdisciplinarity in at least three distinct ways. First, many papers combine theories
and constructs from linguistics with applications to communicative situations relevant to other fields of application, ranging
from pedagogy (e.g., Cirillo, 2019) to health (e.g., Nielsen, 2019), politics (e.g., Musolff, 2017), and commercial advertising
(e.g., P�erez-Sobrino et al., in press). In such projects, scholars engage in interdisciplinary research that requires a careful
consideration of the linguistics literature, general literature on communication and the specialized literature from the field of
application.

Second, important topics for pragmatics are relevant to and studied in other disciplines as well. For instance, a variety of
studies in pragmatics focuses on the linguistic construction of social stereotypes (e.g., Croom, 2015; Sierra, in press). At the
same time, the question how language contributes to stereotype formation, sharing and maintenance has been studied in
other disciplines, such as communication science and (social) psychology (e.g., Beukeboom and Burgers, 2019). Unfortunately,
most empirical literature in these fields only shows limited overlap and interaction. Connecting literature on a topic that is
studied from multiple disciplines (including pragmatics) is thus an important additional challenge for our field. In that way,
our community can start a dialoguewith these other disciplines, fostermutual knowledge exchange and interaction, and push
forward both our field and the other discipline(s) involved.

Third, a growing societal trend in various countries is stimulating academic research into the challenges facing society
today, through larger, multidisciplinary research consortia. A recent initiative in this respect is the Dutch National Research
Agenda (https://wetenschapsagenda.nl/?lang¼en), which was initiated by a variety of organizations involved with Dutch
higher education, such as the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW), the Association of Universities in the
Netherlands (VSNU) and the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO). The Research Agenda was driven by a
bottom-up call in which Dutch citizens and organizations were asked to indicate the pressing societal issues on which
university research should focus. A total of 140 core questions organized into twenty-five topical ‘routes’ were distilled from
the submitted answers. As a next step, Dutch funding organizations like NWO have set up calls for research into these routes,
often explicitly asking for multidisciplinary cooperation between scholars from different disciplines and for explicitly
involving societal stakeholders in these projects. Beyond the Netherlands, various national and transnational organizations
(such as the European Union's Horizon 2020 initiative) are setting up similar initiatives calling for collaboration across
academic disciplines and/or with societal stakeholders.

Research collaborations in larger consortia and/or with societal stakeholders also offer opportunities for pragmatics re-
searchers. After all, various calls relate to societal topics that have been studied from a pragmatics perspective. For instance,
routes of the Dutch National Research Agenda focus on topics like ‘resilient societies’, ‘conflict and cooperation’ and ‘sus-
tainable development’. The topic of resilient societies has, among others, been studied from the perspective of metaphor, by
focusing on situations inwhich metaphors can empower or disempower language users (e.g., Reuchamps et al., 2018; Semino
et al., 2017). Various pragmatics studies have also focused on theways inwhich language contributes to fostering cooperation
and conflict (e.g., Norrick and Spitz, 2008; Prior, in press). Furthermore, various studies have focused on how language
constructs and reflects sustainability issues (e.g., Jaspaert et al., 2011; Nerlich and Kotyeko, 2010). Given the important in-
sights into the role of language and communication in these societal challenges, it is highly desirable that the knowledge and
expertise of pragmatics researchers be included in interdisciplinary projects dealing with such societal challenges.

In sum, interdisciplinarity is important for pragmatics in a variety of ways. In some research projects, two or more of the
issues discussed above may be connected. For instance, linguistic stereotyping is both a topic that is studied from a variety of
disciplines, and a topic that has high relevance for societal challenges related to diversity and equality. However, interdis-
ciplinary research also presents specific challenges. After all, different disciplines may use different methods and approaches
for the same topic. Furthermore, it may be difficult to determine the state of the art of research on a particular topic in a
discipline different fromone's own. One of theways inwhich researchers can deal with these issues is by starting their project
with a research synthesis, taking into account the literature from all disciplines relevant to the issue at hand (both taken from
the pragmatics literature and from other fields). We propose that a systematic literature review may be a particularly
appropriate method in these cases.
3. Systematic literature reviews

As of early 2019, one of the options that can be formally selected when submitting an article to Journal of Pragmatics is
“Invited Review Article”. At the time of the writing of this article in Spring 2019, this is thus a relatively new option, indicating
1 Interdisciplinary research can be distinguished from other approaches to multiple-disciplinary research such as multidisciplinary research. Multi-
disciplinarity “draws on knowledge from different disciplines but stays within the boundaries of those fields” (Choi and Pak, 2006, p. 359). By contrast,
interdisciplinarity moves beyond the boundaries of different fields, and towards integration.
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that research syntheses are still relatively rare in our field. For instance, we could find one recent paper in Journal of Prag-
matics published prior to 2019 that explicitly uses the method of systematic literature review (Berger et al., 2016). We thus
start this section with a brief explanation of the method and steps of systematic literature reviews.

A systematic literature review seeks to evaluate the state of the literature on a specific topic or research question (RQ). It is
a structured approach to research synthesis, following a number of pre-determined steps (e.g., Boland et al., 2017; Gough
et al., 2017; Higgins and Green, 2008). As we will see, a systematic literature review can be a research study in its own
right (see sections 3.1-3.3) or serve as the first step for a quantitative meta-analysis (section 3.4).

A first step of a systematic literature review is determining a specific and clearly delineated RQ to be answered. It is
important that this RQ is posed in the form of a question or hypothesis that can be answered through a comparison of relevant
studies. Thus, starting a systematic literature review with a general topic description (e.g., ‘metaphor and political discourse’)
is not recommended. In such cases, the search may yield different types of studies that are difficult to compare. Systematic
literature reviews yield more relevant insights when starting from a question that narrows down the topic of interest. For
instance, Boeynaems et al. (2017) were interested in the persuasive effects of metaphorical framing in political communi-
cation. This particular RQ explicitly focuses on metaphorical framing, thus excluding other types of framing a priori.

When a systematic literature review's RQ has been determined, scholars have to establish inclusion criteria, specifying
which kinds of studies will be used to answer that question (Boland et al., 2017). These inclusion criteria thus make more
explicit which (types of) studies should be included. In the case of the systematic literature review by Boeynaems et al. (2017)
on persuasive effects of metaphorical frames in political communication, the researchers thus had to make a number of
inclusion decisions such as (a) what constituted a metaphorical frame, (b) what constituted a test of persuasion, (c) what
counted as political communication, and (d) whether the systematic literature review would entail primary studies only, or
both studies reporting on primary and secondary data.

We would like to note that the development of these inclusion criteria is a crucial, yet difficult aspect of any systematic
literature review. Particularly for interdisciplinary topics, studies may be conducted from different research paradigms and
start from different definitions and conceptualizations of core concepts. The review by Boeynaems et al. (2017) had to define
concepts like ‘metaphor’ and ‘persuasion’, which have been defined in different ways by different scholars. For instance, some
scholars argue that “dead metaphors” should no longer be counted as metaphors, because recipients do not need to consider
the source domain in order to understand them (e.g., Alm-Arvius, 2006). By contrast, other scholars disagree and propose that
“dead metaphors” (Lakoff, 1987) and primary metaphors (Grady, 2005) should be seen as important metaphor types, even
though they are highly conventional. Similarly, for persuasion, some scholars propose that effects on behavior are most
important (e.g., Kok et al., 2018), while others argue that persuasion effects can be found on a variety of variables, such as
beliefs, attitudes, intentions and behaviors (e.g., Ajzen, 1991). Scholars conducting a systematic literature review should be
aware of such potential differences in conceptualization of key constructs and explicitly choose their own conceptualization
through their inclusion criteria. We recommend that, whenever possible, scholars choose operationalizations that do justice
to the widest variety of potentially relevant approaches and research traditions related to the topic of interest.

After inclusion criteria have been developed, scholars determine a search string with Boolean operators for the retrieval of
potentially relevant publications (e.g., Higgins and Green, 2008). This search string includes the key terms that are used to
search specific journals or research databases (e.g., Web of Science, PsychArticles) relevant to the RQ at hand. In the case of
Boeynaems et al. (2017), these disciplines included linguistics, communication science, social psychology and political sci-
ence. Scholars also need to determine whether they include backward reference searching (i.e., reviewing the bibliography of
relevant publications for other potentially relevant publications) and/or forward reference searching (i.e., searching for more
recent publications that cite relevant publications) in their search protocol. In addition, in the search protocol, scholars can
include backward or forward author searching, i.e., searching for older (backward search) or more recent (forward search)
relevant publications written by authors of relevant publications.

This type of search strategy implies that systematic literature reviews take a bottom-up approach. That is, the literature to
be synthesized is extracted in a systematic search of relevant journals or research databases. This particular step sets sys-
tematic literature reviews apart from narrative reviews. Narrative reviews aim to “tell a story” (Ellis, 2015) by discussing the
literature about a specific topic that their authors find most relevant. Many narrative reviews start from a top-down
approach,2 which means that their authors pre-select which theories and/or empirical studies are the starting point for a
review on a particular topic. While both types of research syntheses are very valuable and can yield many important insights,
we propose that systematic literature reviewsmay bemore appropriate for reviews of interdisciplinary topics. The bottom-up
extraction approach allows researchers the possibility of identifying as wide a range as possible of potentially relevant
publications from their own discipline and from other disciplines.3

The next step of a systematic literature review entails determiningwhich of the retrieved, potentially relevant publications
are actually relevant and should be included in the systematic literature review, by assessing each publication against the
inclusion criteria (Boland et al., 2017; Higgins and Green, 2008). After determining which publications will be included,
2 Following Ellis (2015), we use the term ‘narrative review’ as an umbrella term for different types of research syntheses such as state-of-the-art review
or critical review. While such types of research syntheses can differ in certain aspects, most start from this top-down approach.

3 In every interdisciplinary systematic literature review we conducted, we identified a number of highly relevant publications we did not yet know
beforehand, most often coming from disciplines different from our own.
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scholars continue with a content analysis of these publications. In order to do so in a systematic way, scholars are advised to
use a pre-determined and standardized codebook. Boeynaems et al. (2017) for instance coded for the different types of
metaphors used (e.g., war metaphors, anthropomorphic metaphors) and distinguished different types of persuasive effects.
Ideally, studies are coded by more than one coder to determine intercoder reliability.4 After coding has been completed,
patterns are identified across the included studies to answer the systematic literature review's RQ.5

Systematic literature reviews have been a popular method to synthesize literature in disciplines like the medical sciences,
communication science and psychology. In the medical sciences, systematic literature reviews are indexed in specific data-
bases like the Cochrane Library (https://www.cochranelibrary.com/cdsr/reviews/topics), enabling interested researchers to
easily find them. In other fields, they are often published in specialized journals such as Review of Communication Research
(communication science) or Psychological Review (psychology). In this contribution, we propose that systematic literature
reviews are also suitable for disciplines like pragmatics, which include many interdisciplinary projects. Starting such inter-
disciplinary projects with a systematic literature review is particularly useful tomap the state of the art on the topic of interest
in the disciplines involved.

Next, we present four different applications of systematic literature reviews from earlier studies that may be relevant to
apply to pragmatics issues and questions. In each application, we refer to an example systematic literature review on
(metaphorical) framing in political discourse.
3.1. Application 1: mapping different approaches to the same topic across disciplines

A first goal of a systematic literature review entails showing how a specific theoretical construct has been defined and
operationalized differently across research disciplines. In such cases, it may be possible that scholars from each field theorize
about and operationalize the topic in different ways (see also Berger et al., 2016). A systematic literature review can take a
multidisciplinary approach and help to categorize these different approaches in the research fields involved.

Framing is one such topic that has been widely studied across disciplines, including linguistics (e.g., Semino et al., 2018),
communication science (e.g., Entman, 1993), psychology (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) and political science (e.g.,
Bougher, 2012). Framing deals with the way in which specific aspects of a topic are presented and/or foregrounded in a
communicative situation (e.g., Entman, 1993; Semino et al., 2018). For instance, in the Dutch Provincial Elections of March
2019, conservative liberal party VVD launched an election campaignmodeled on the frame of the Netherlands as a fragile and
precious Delftware vase. One VVD campaign ad even featured a parody of the Dutch version of the TV program Antiques
Roadshow, in which Prime Minister Mark Rutte brought the ‘21st-century Dutch vase’ for appraisal (VVD, 2019). In this way,
the VVD party used this specific ‘Dutch vase’ frame with the aim of communicating an image of the VVD as a responsible
custodian of Dutch culture and society.

Many studies have focused on framing, but have used different definitions and operationalizations of this concept. In a
systematic literature review of experimental research into political framing (Brugman and Burgers, 2018), we focused on the
question of how scholars from different disciplines prefer specific approaches to framing over others. Results showed that,
across disciplinary backgrounds, scholars have a different preference for approaches to framing, and that these differences
between disciplines have remained constant over time. Specifically, our systematic literature review focused on two
distinctions between frames.

The first is the difference between equivalence and emphasis frames, which has been widely debated in the framing
literature (Cacciatore et al., 2016). Equivalence frames present the same information in different ways. For instance, when
discussing government policies related to the labor market, politicians can frame employment figures from a perspective
emphasizing employment (e.g., 90% employment) or from a perspective emphasizing unemployment (e.g., 10% unemploy-
ment; Druckman, 2001).

Emphasis frames, by contrast, focus on different elements of a political issue (Brugman and Burgers, 2018). After all, most
policy issues are very complex and can be approached from a variety of angles. For instance, politicians discussing a complex
political issue like Brexit can focus on economic, social and/or cultural consequences, to name but a few options. In these
frames, speakers thus emphasize different aspects of a topic and can also (partly) focus on different information within the
same broader topic. We found that, across disciplines (e.g., linguistics, communication science, political science) emphasis
frames were used more often than equivalence frames, but also that equivalence frames were used more often in psychology
compared to other disciplines.

The second distinction was between generic and issue-specific frames (Brugman and Burgers, 2018). A generic frame can
be applied to awide variety of political issues. Examples include gain frames and economic-consequences frames. By contrast,
issue-specific frames are relevant to one issue only, such as horserace frames which apply to political elections.We found that,
across disciplines, generic and issue-specific frames were used in equal measure, but, overall, generic frames were used less
often in communication science than in other disciplines.
4 For a discussion of reliability in coding data, see Bolognesi et al. (2017).
5 This description of the method of systematic literature review is necessarily short. Readers interested in conducting a systematic literature review

themselves are advised to consult a handbook specifying these steps in more detail (e.g., Boland et al., 2017; Gough et al., 2017; Higgins and Green, 2008).

https://www.cochranelibrary.com/cdsr/reviews/topics
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Such an overview of disciplinary differences of the same theoretical construct can make us aware that, even though it may
seem that scholars from different disciplines study the same construct, their operationalization of that construct may differ in
important respects. The approach of systematic literature reviews can thus be a fruitful start for researchers whowant tomap
how different disciplines conceptualize and/or operationalize the same construct.

3.2. Application 2: bringing together different theoretical perspectives

A second goal of a systematic literature review can be to actively bring together different theoretical perspectives and
traditions. For instance, linguistic research on framing often focuses on the question of how metaphors can construct frames
(e.g., Lakoff and Johnson, 1980/2003), as in the case of the metaphorical frame portraying the Netherlands as a vase (VVD,
2019). However, in other disciplines dealing with framing such as communication science or political science, metaphor is
not necessarily a key concept. For instance, Aalberg et al. (2012) provide an overview of communication-scientific studies that
have framed politics as either a strategy or a game. While both the strategy and game frames reflect well-known conceptual
metaphors to discuss politics (see Lakoff and Johnson, 1980/2003), the metaphor angle is not explicitly explored in this
particular literature.

In some of these cases, studies focus on frames that are metaphorical at a conceptual level only (metaphorical-concept
frames; Renardel de Lavalette et al., in press). Studies focusing on metaphorical-concept frames classify frames based on
whether specific policies reflect the general idea or concept underlying a metaphorical concept. For instance, Lakoff's (1996/
2003) Theory of Moral Politics (TMR) proposes that the distinction betweenmetaphorical frames of a political leader as either
a strict father or nurturant parent is influential in explaining differences in political preference between conservatives and
liberals. Metaphorical-concept studies testing these predictions (e.g., Moses and Gonzales, 2015; Ohl et al., 2013) focus on
whether the values typically associated with one of these leader figures are reflected in a specific statement or text. Thus, in
case a statement emphasizes values typically associated with a strict-father leader (e.g., ‘hard work’, ‘independence’), it is
classified as belonging to a strict-father frame.

In another systematic literature review (Brugman et al., 2017), we searched for experimental studies, published from 2000
onwards, that included political framing as an independent (predictor) variable. We then looked at each frame and coded
whether it could be classified as a metaphorical-concept frame (e.g., strategy frame, horserace frame, game frame), or not
(e.g., issue frame, positive frame). In total, we identified 870 frames in 319 studies. Our analysis showed that 27.9% of
experimental studies included at least one metaphorical-concept frame and that 16.6% of frames were metaphorical-concept
frames.

Such insights have important implications for the disciplines involved. For communication science, results demonstrated
that metaphors may bemore pervasive in and important for the framing literature than previously assumed (considering that
more than one-fourth of all experimental studies on political framing included at least one metaphorical-concept frame). For
linguistics, these findings open up new literature from the perspective of metaphors and framing that may have hitherto been
unexplored. Bringing together this new literaturewith the established pragmatics literature could lead to new insights for the
field. A systematic literature review is thus a good way to examine materials used across studies and bridge two related
strands of literature that used to engage in relatively little interaction.

3.3. Application 3: contrasting different methods used to answer the same RQ

Our first two applications of systematic literature reviews focused on synthesizing a particular topic across research fields,
either by showing how different fields define and operationalize the same construct in different ways (application 1), or by
showing how different theoretical approaches can be bridged (application 2). Nevertheless, the most common application of
research-synthesis methods like systematic literature review focuses on empirical findings in a body of literature and on the
relationship between specific variables across studies (Higgins and Green, 2008, p. 6). In cases in which all relationships of
interest are quantitatively measured in a relatively comparable research set-up, a meta-analysis (see section 3.4) is a valuable
method for synthesizing the literature (Norris and Ortega, 2007). However, many studies in pragmatics and in other disci-
plines measure relationships between variables in a large variety of ways and/or use different research set-ups that would be
difficult to compare in a meta-analysis. In such cases, bringing together a body of literature with such a variety in methods
and/or research set-ups in one analysis can be achieved through a systematic literature review.

An example of this third type is our systematic literature review (Boeynaems et al., 2017) contrasting studies on the effects
of metaphorical frames on political persuasion from two perspectives: a critical-discourse approach (CDA) and a response-
elicitation approach (REA). In this review, we focused on studies looking at the effects of verbal metaphors (‘metaphorical-
words frames’) in political discourse. CDA studies focus on the level of a specific discourse and are typically qualitative. In their
analysis, CDA studies look at real-world changes as a result of the use of specific (metaphorical) language. These types of
studies often involve case studies in which the impact of one or several metaphors is tracked through a discourse in a
particular time frame. For instance, if scholars wanted to conduct a CDA study on the impact of the ‘Dutch vase’ frame, they
would study whether and how other (Dutch) societal actors use this particular vase metaphor (or not), and under which
circumstances societal actors would adapt or challenge the vase frame (as in Verdonschot, 2018).

By contrast, REA studies measure how people respond after being exposed to (metaphorical) frames about an issue. This
means that, in REA studies, human participants are the unit of analysis. REA studies can use both qualitative (e.g., semi-
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structured interview) and quantitative (e.g., experiment) research methods. Scholars interested in running an REA study on
the impact of the ‘Dutch vase’ frame could for instance expose groups of participants to this metaphorical frame and one or
more competing frames, and measure whether and how such exposure impacts participants' political beliefs and attitudes.

Boeynaems et al. (2017) focused on similarities and differences between CDA and REA studies. Our analysis mainly
revolved around (a) the types of metaphorical-words frames used in the two types of studies and (b) the effects of
metaphorical-words frames reported. For the types of metaphorical frames used, the authors found both similarities and
differences between CDA and REA studies. In terms of similarities, we found that some source domains were studied in both
types of studies, such as war metaphors and anthropomorphic metaphors. In terms of differences, REA studies contained
more positive frames than CDA studies. Furthermore, while CDA studies contained real-life discourse, some REA studies
contained frames that were (partly) created for the purpose of the study.

In terms of reported effects, we mainly found differences between the two approaches. These differences entailed the
presence, strength and direction of effects. Compared to REA studies, CDA studies more often reported effects of metaphorical
frames. These CDA effects were also reported to be stronger and more often in line with the position implied by the meta-
phorical frame than effects reported in REA studies. In theseways, systematic literature reviews can help to integrate research
from different traditions using different methods (qualitative and quantitative). This subsequently can make explicit how
these different approaches and traditions that study similar phenomena converge and diverge, which could provide
inspiration for further interdisciplinary research.

3.4. Application 4: quantitative meta-analysis

A fourth application of systematic literature reviews is that they can function as the first phase of a quantitative meta-
analysis (Lipsey and Wilson, 2001). Meta-analyses provide a statistical synthesis of a specific relationship between vari-
ables across studies based on weighted effect-size estimates (Ellis, 2015). This means that meta-analyses can be used
to integrate quantitative research studies that answer a particular question. In this respect, the aim of a quantitative meta-
analysis is similar to the application of systematic literature reviews discussed in section 3.3: in both cases, the analysis
gives an overview of empirical findings in the literature. While a systematic literature review of the type discussed in section
3.3 can contain both quantitative and qualitative studies, a meta-analysis contains only quantitative studies.

A meta-analysis can help researchers in addressing the state of the art in quantitative research on a particular topic.
Various researchers have recently proposed moving away from solely using statistical significance (i.e., the binary decision
whether an effect is statistically significant or not; see Amrhein et al., 2019; Nature Editors, 2019). Instead, they call for a more
nuanced perspective on the quantitative relationship between variables. One application of such a nuanced perspective is a
focus on effect sizes (see also Cohen, 1992). Meta-analysis takes effect sizes as a central variable of interest (e.g., Ellis, 2015;
Lipsey and Wilson, 2001).

A meta-analysis starts from a systematic literature review, in that the literature is systematically searched for quantitative
studies of interest. After the systematic-review part of a meta-analysis has been completed, authors code for and standardize
effect sizes of interest from all relevant studies. Subsequently, scholars run a statistical model in which effect sizes are
weighted and compared, to determine what the literature reveals about the relationship between specific variables of
interest.6

The popularity of meta-analyses seems to vary between linguistic sub-disciplines. For instance, meta-analyses are a popular
method of research synthesis in applied linguistics (Ellis, 2015; Norris and Ortega, 2007). By contrast, meta-analysis seems less
well known in psycholinguistics, given that a recent paper introduced meta-analysis as a “novel method” to the field (R�akosi,
2018). Across academic disciplines, different meta-analyses have looked at the persuasive impact of verbal metaphors
(e.g., R�akosi, 2018; Sopory and Dillard, 2002; Van Stee, 2018). These meta-analyses consistently found that metaphors have a
statistically small effect on persuasion, and that effect sizes differ between metaphors, topics, and other conditions.

Bringing together different theoretical approaches can open up new questions for analysis. For instance, our earlier review
(Brugman et al., 2017, see section 3.2) showed thatmany social-scientific framing studies contained at least onemetaphorical-
concept frame. Because many of these framing studies did not explicitly reference metaphor, they were excluded from earlier
meta-analyses into the effects of metaphor. These earlier meta-analyses (e.g., R�akosi, 2018; Sopory and Dillard, 2002; Van
Stee, 2018) mainly focused on metaphorical-words frames. Thus, we conducted a meta-analysis in which we contrasted
effects of metaphorical-words frames and metaphorical-concept frames (Brugman et al., in press).

Overall, results from Brugman et al. (in press) revealed a statistically small effect of metaphor, in line with meta-analyses
published earlier (Sopory and Dillard, 2002; Van Stee, 2018). Furthermore, isolated effects of the two groups of metaphorical-
words and metaphorical-concept frames on persuasion were statistically significant. However, we also found differences
between the two approaches, with effect sizes being larger for metaphorical-concept (vs. metaphorical-words) frames. Such
results show that metaphors can have persuasive effects through both words and concepts, and that it is important to further
specify which elements (words vs. concepts) stimulate which effects for which audience members at which times. Thus, a
meta-analysis can also reveal new insights and open up new research questions spanning several disciplines.
6 This description of the method of meta-analysis is necessarily short. Readers interested in conducting a meta-analysis are advised to consult a meta-
analysis handbook (e.g., Lipsey and Wilson, 2001).
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4. Conclusion

We argue that interdisciplinarity is an important aspect of many research projects in pragmatics. Furthermore, the current
societal trend towards stimulating research in larger multidisciplinary consortia and/or with societal partners entails that
more future projects will likely be designed from an interdisciplinary outlook. While the exchange of knowledge and insights
from different disciplines can be stimulating for a project and lead to new research ideas and opportunities, conducting
interdisciplinary research can also be challenging. We propose that conducting a systematic literature review is a goodway to
start a larger research project, especially when that project has an explicitly interdisciplinary outlook.

Systematic literature reviews are conducted in a systematic way, following a number of pre-determined steps involving
the formulation of the RQ and the inclusion criteria, the formulation and execution of the search strategy, and the coding of
the included publications. We listed four ways in which a systematic literature review can help researchers to survey the
interdisciplinary research landscape. These applications are (1) mapping different approaches to the same topic across
disciplines, (2) bringing together different theoretical perspectives, (3) contrasting different researchmethods used to answer
the same RQ and (4) quantitative meta-analysis. We have illustrated each application type with an example of a review that
focused on the topic of (metaphorical) framing in political discourse. Wewould like to stress that we do not assume that these
are the only four applications of systematic literature reviews. In fact, we think and hope that, when systematic literature
reviews become more widely used in our disciplines, scholars will supplement these applications with other possible
applications.

We are supportive of the growing trend towards stimulating research collaborations across disciplines and with societal
partners, as they can lead to important new insights and breakthroughs. We also think that such interdisciplinary collabo-
rations yield most results when they start from the strength of all disciplines involved. Systematic literature reviews are an
important way to map commonalities and differences between disciplines. We thus hope that the current article sets the
stage for more systematic literature reviews and other forms of research syntheses in pragmatics.
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